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poster children have a knack for producing unique songs that are heavy and melodic. from the opening notes of "the alpha," the band's debut ep unknown pleasures shows off their signature sound, which is a combination of post-hardcore and heavy metal. this is music that will speak to fans of both genres. 2019 dune+ the year
was a quite good one for all dunefans. oliver released some new track as dune+, alone or in collaboration with jakka-b, real ebc, re-style or loona. there are no news in terms of the arguing for dunes naming rights between oliver and bernd. two dates at the court brought no solution in the conflict. the fans could be excited what
will happen in 2020 regarding this chapter. hcv 2.0 is shifted to the year 2020 as oliver announced. also in 2019 oliver alias dune+ had a lot of gigs. the 90ties wave had a new height and it will be excited if the wave helps dune for a new success story in 2020. "dunevibes" is a place for the hardcore fan to get the best of the best
hardcore/metalcore/crustcore/grindcore/speedcore stuff. if you want to add your own hard-hitting track, please add it to the "band page"." the whole site is dedicated to bands, albums, eps, demos and tracks. every day we’re getting a new upload. check it out! please don't use our stuff for songs you are going to post online,
unless you have our permission. this is for using in your own songs only. if you need some hardcore riffs for your demo, let us know and we will be happy to give it to you.
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